The **EVGA SC17 1080 Gaming Laptop** has arrived. Featuring a **4K-ready IPS panel with NVIDIA G-Sync technology**, this high performance laptop was meticulously crafted from the ground up for hardcore gamers, performance enthusiasts, and overclockers alike.

Breaking away from the conventional brick form factor, a unique in house EVGA designed power supply delivers up to **300 watts of power** when needed, without sacrificing function and aesthetics.

An **Intel Core i7 7820HK CPU** that is unlocked and capable of being overclocked, with an **NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080**, also capable of being overclocked. SC17 offers the performance you always wanted from a gaming laptop.

With performance and overclocking in mind, the **EVGA SC17 1080 Gaming Laptop** features a **FULL GUI BIOS** with mouse function that gives you complete control over all aspects of performance, voltage and advanced settings to customize your gaming machine. Not to mention, a **Clear CMOS button** directly on the chassis and custom fan curve control, this is the world’s first TRUE overclocking laptop.

A sleek unibody design that is under **1.30” (in) at its thickest point**. Featuring **Thunderbolt connectivity**, excellent sound, and a beautiful **4K 17” display**, it’s all the performance you need in a sleek and stylish package.
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### Features

- **4K UHD G-SYNC Display** – An IPS display capable of delivering up to 4K resolution for crystal clear graphics.
- **Incredible Hardware** – An Intel Core i7 7820 HK Unlocked processor combined with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 graphics gives you unbelievable performance in the latest games.
- **Built to Overclock** – Overclocking on a laptop? Seems like a myth, but not here. A full GUI BIOS with full control, and EVGA PrecisionX mobile for Windows tuning.
- **EOC (EVGA Express OC)** – Overclocking at your fingertips. Use up/down arrow keys allowing you to enable Superclocked performance, or downclock mode to improve battery life.
- **BIOS** – The EVGA SC17 Gaming Laptop ships with a REAL BIOS. This means full GUI support including mouse, complete control over all overclocking features such as CPU and GPU.
- **EVGA PrecisionX Mobile** – The power of EVGA PrecisionX, now mobile with EVGA PrecisionX Mobile. Tweak your overclock settings, profiles, and CPU overclocking right at your fingertips.

### Specifications

- **CPU**: Intel i7-7820HK Kaby Lake-H Mobile
- **GPU**: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 w/8GB GDDR5X
- **Memory**: 32GB 2666MHz DDR4 SO-DIMM’s (16GBx2)
- **Display**: 17.3” UHD 4K IPS with G-SYNC™
- **G-Sync**: Support for 1 EXTERNAL G-SYNC monitor and supports internal G-SYNC. Supports external displays up to 4k @ 60Hz, 2k/1080P@120Hz.
- **Storage**: 256GB M.2 PCI-E NVMe SSD, 1TB 7200RPM Seagate SATA 6G
- **Weight**: 8.9lb, 14.2 88oz

### Dimensions

- **Width**: 16in - 408mm
- **Length**: 11.6in - 295.5mm
- **Thickness**: 1.3in - 33mm

### Accessories

- **USB 3.1 Type C to Type A Adapter**
- **Audio splitter**
- **300w Power Adapter**
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**PRODUCT WARRANTY**

This product is covered under EVGA’s 2 year limited warranty which covers parts and labor. For more details please visit [www.evga.com/](http://www.evga.com/)
Unibody Design – A sleek design and thin 1.3” thickness means this is one of the sleekest laptops around.

Built To Overclock - Overclocking on a laptop? Seems like a myth, but not here. A full GUI BIOS with full control, and EVGA PrecisionX mobile for Windows tuning.

Incredible Hardware - An Intel i7-7820HK Kaby Lake-H Mobile processor combined with an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080 graphics gives you unbelievable performance in the latest games.

EOC (EVGA Express OC) – Overclocking at your fingertips. Use up/down arrow keys allowing you to enable Superclocked performance, or downclock mode to improve battery life.

G-SYNC Display – The Nvidia G-SYNC technology synchronizes the vertical refresh of the display to the framerate in real time providing the smoothest gaming experience possible.

BIOS – The EVGA SC17 Gaming Laptop ships with a REAL BIOS. This means full GUI support including mouse, complete control over all overclocking features such as CPU and GPU.

EVGA PrecisionX Mobile – The power of EVGA PrecisionX, now mobile with EVGA PrecisionX Mobile. Tweak your overclock settings, profiles, and CPU overclocking right at your fingertips.

4K UHD Display - A Sharp IPS display capable of delivering up to 4K resolution for crystal clear graphics.

4K UHD Display - A Sharp IPS display capable of delivering up to 4K resolution for crystal clear graphics.

PRODUCT WARRANTY
This product is covered under EVGA’s 2 year limited warranty which covers parts and labor. For more details please visit www.evga.com/